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REPORT FOR:  CROWE VALLEY CONSERVATION AUTHORITY WATERSHED ADVISORY BOARD 
 

REGARDING:  ONTARIO REGULATION 159/06, PERMIT APPLICATION NO. 080/23 BEING: 
A DWELLING, DECK AND SEPTIC SYSTEM LOCATED WITHIN THE CROWE LAKE 
FLOOD HAZARD. 

 

DATE:  MARCH 07, 2024  

 
HEARING DATE March 21, 2024 
DATE APPLICATION RECEIVED May 05, 2023 
DATE HEARING REQUESTED September 13, 2023 
APPLICANT Brian Facey 
LOCATION #30 Mackenzie Road (Crowe Lake) 

Part Lot 12; Concession 3 
Municipality of Marmora and Lake 
ARN: 1241-141-015-12600 

PROPOSAL To construct a dwelling, deck and septic system within the flood hazard. 
 

OVERVIEW The proposed development does not conform to the CVCA’s Watershed 
Planning and Regulations policies because: 

1) New development within the Regulatory floodplain is not 
permitted. 

a. The proposed reconstruction of the dwelling is within the 
flood hazard and exceeds the allowable habitable floor 
area increase (50% of original up to a maximum of 500 
ft2). 

b. The dwelling is therefore considered new development.  
c. The proposed reconstruction of the deck (accessory 

structure) is within the flood hazard and exceeds the 
allowable ground floor footprint increase (up to a 
maximum of 500 ft2). 

d. The deck is therefore considered new development.  
2) The development would require fill to create a building envelope 

within the Regulatory floodplain. 
3) The development would require changes to grade within the 

Regulatory floodplain for the purpose of permitting 
development. 

P.O Box 416, 70 Hughes Lane 

Marmora, ON 

K0K 2M0 

Phone: 613-472-3137 

Fax: 613-472-5516 

www.crowevalley.com 
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Executive Summary 
An application for development has been submitted by Mr. Brian Facey with regard to Ontario Regulation 159/06: Crowe 
Valley Conservation Authority: Regulation of Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and 
Watercourses. The application is requesting permission to reconstruct a dwelling and deck and septic system. The 
dwelling, deck and septic tank are all within the floodplain of Crowe Lake.  
 
The proposal does not conform to CVCA Watershed Planning and Regulations Policies (hereafter simply referred to as 
“CVCA policies”) on account of the proposed dwelling and deck exceeding the maximum allowable size increase within 
the floodplain and proposed fill and grading within the floodplain. CVCA staff believe there are other options available to 
the applicant that would avoid the flood hazard and/or represent a least impact alternative. These options were not 
explored by the Applicant nor were any revisions made to the original application despite suggestions from CVCA staff. 
Therefore, it is CVCA staff’s recommendation that the application be denied.  
 
Provincial directive is clear that prevention is the preferred approach for development in flood hazard areas, with effective 
management of the flood hazard directing development out of the hazard. Mismanagement of the flood hazard will result 
in long term loss of floodplain control that would result in irreversible changes and ultimately cause an increase in costs, 
social disruption, as well as potential damage of property and loss of life. 
 
The CVCA’s Policies are designed to minimize risk to life and property caused by flooding hazards. When making decisions 
on development proposals, the CVCA must have a wider perspective than one specific development scenario. The CVCA 
must use a preventative approach and consider cumulative impacts over a long period of time (i.e. all development over 
a 100-year horizon).  
 
It is the CVCA’s responsibility to ensure new development avoids the hazard upfront and early in the planning process, as 
prevention is more effective than to deal with the long term impacts of developing within hazardous lands.   
 
The proposed development does not conform to the CVCA’s Watershed Planning and Regulations policies for the following 
reasons: 

1. In general, CVCA policies do not permit development within the regulatory floodplain. 
2. New residential development is not permitted in the floodplain. 
3. The proposed dwelling does not conform to CVCA’s Policy for replacement/reconstruction of existing dwelling 

within the floodplain.  
• Replacement of an existing dwelling is permitted where it is considered to be a minor increase, not to 

exceed 50% of the original habitable floor area up to a maximum of 500 ft2. 
• If the allowable size increase is exceeded, replacement/reconstruction of a dwelling is considered new 

development. 
4. The proposed deck does not conform to CVCA’s Policy for replacement/reconstruction of existing accessory 

structures within the floodplain.  
• Replacement of an existing accessory structure is permitted where it is considered to be a minor increase, 

not to exceed maximum of 500 ft2. 
• If the allowable size increase is exceeded, replacement/reconstruction of a deck is considered new 

development. 
5. Fill placement to create a building envelope within the Regulatory floodplain is not permitted. 
6. Grade modifications, for the purpose of permitting development, is not permitted. 

 
Subject Lands  
The subject property is located along the north shore of Crowe Lake. The property consists of approximately 0.14 hectares 
(0.34 acres), with approximately 32m of frontage on Crowe Lake. The subject property and adjacent properties are 
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developed. Mackenzie Road traverses the subject property east-west.  A majority of the south portion of the property is 
considered floodplain, with about 1/3 being outside of the floodplain. The north portion of the lot is completely outside 
of the floodplain.  
 
Background/Timeline 
The following outlines key events related to the application:  
 

1. On May 05, 2023, The applicant submitted a permit application (#080/23) (Appendix A) with elevation survey 
(Appendix C). 
 

2. On May 08th, 2023, CVCA staff completed the triage (initial) review of the application and requested confirmation 
of the status of the previous pending permit application. The Applicant had submitted an identical permit 
application in 2022 that they decided to withdraw. CVCA staff communicated policy requirements (including flood 
hazard policies) to the applicant as the proposed development did not meet policy.  

 
3. On August 4th, 2023 CVCA received the Jewel Engineering Opinion Letter – Floodline Assessment (dated August 

4, 2023) (Appendix D).  

4. On September 13th, 2023, CVCA staff (Kelsey Davidson) communicated the outstanding policy requirements 
(including flood hazard policies) to the applicant again as the proposed development still did not meet policy. 
CVCA staff also requested a revised elevation survey to show the 6m setback from the flood hazard. The revised 
elevation survey was submitted promptly on September 13th, 2023.  

5.  On September 13th, 2023, the applicant/Agent requested that the application go to a hearing, stating that the 
CVCA recommendations were not viable options due to: 

a. Hydro Easement 
b. Municipal setback requirements 
c. Flood Plain  
d. Costs to “rejuvenate” existing structures   

 
6. On September 13th, 2023, CVCA informed the Applicant of the hearing process when the applicant stated they 

were unwilling to consider alternative options.   
 

7. On November 24th, 2023, the next available Hearing date was communicated to the Applicant. 
 

8. On December 13th, 2023 the Applicant/Agent communicated that they would prefer the January 18th, 2024 
Hearing date.  

 
9. On December 15th, 2023, CVCA staff communicated that additional information be required for the applicant to 

be considered complete and before proceeding with the hearing. 
 

10. On January 16th, 2024 CVCA staff communicated that additional information requirements:  
a. Engineered designs demonstrating that the septic tank (located within the floodplain) is anchored to 

prevent the tank from becoming unsecured in a potential flood event.   
b. Floodproofing details demonstrating the proposed structure is floodproofed to an elevation of 0.3 metre 

above the regulatory flood elevation as per floodproofing standards outlined in Appendix C – 
Floodproofing Guidelines.  

c. Peer review of the Opinion Letter - Floodline Assessment (August 4th, 2023) provided with the application.  
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11. On January 22nd, 2024, a zoom meeting was scheduled with the Applicant and Agent.  In addition to the scheduled 

attendees, the Applicant’s Lawyer, and Consultant were also in attendance.  The following was discussed:  
a. Hearing process and timelines 
b. Policy clarification 
c. Floodproofing requirements  

 
12. On January 25th, 2024, CVCA requested peer review from EXP Services Inc.  

 
13. On January 26th, 2024 EXP Services Inc. confirmed they could conduct the peer review.  

 
14. On March 07, 2024, CVCA also received revised septic system details from the Applicant.   

  
15. PENDING - the peer review to be completed by EXP Services Inc. (Appendix E). The peer review report will be sent 

to all parties.  
 
 

Timeline 

05 May 2023  Applicants apply for CVCA permit (#080/23) 
08 May 2023 CVCA completes triage and notifies Applicant of Policy requirements  
04 August 2023 CVCA receives Jewel Engineering Opinion Letter – Floodline Assessment 
13 September 2023 CVCA requests revised elevation survey  

CVCA receives revised survey 
Applicant requests hearing  

September 2023 - 
present 

CVCA staff working with applicant to complete technical information required 
prior to requesting hearing with CVCA Watershed Advisory Board 

24 November 2023 CVCA communicates the next available Hearing date to the Applicant. 
13 December 2023 The Applicant/Agent communicated that they would prefer the January hearing 

date. 
15 December 2024 CVCA communicates that application is not considered complete and requires 

additional information  
16 January 2024 CVCA communicates additional requirements prior to proceeding with hearing  

- Septic system information is still outstanding.  
25 January 2024  CVCA Requests peer review from EXP Services Inc.  
26 January 2024 EXP Services Inc. confirms they can conduct the peer review. 
07 March 2024 CVCA received updated septic system details.  
PENDING Peer Review to be received and communicated to all parties. 
21 March 2024 Hearing with CVCA Watershed Advisory Board 

 
 
Proposal Description 
 
Existing Development (see Appendix A and B) 
- Single storey dwelling with deck and crawlspace 
- The dwelling is 625.5ft2 with irregular footprint of 27 feet by 8 feet and 10 feet by 11 feet 
- The deck is 286ft2 located on the south side of the dwelling  
- Entire dwelling is within the floodplain  
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Proposed Development (see Appendix A and B) 
 
- Single-storey residential dwelling with crawlspace 
- Build area of 64 feet 8 inches by 36 feet 1 inch 
- 2,272 square feet of gross floor area (slight irregular shape) 
- Entirely within the floodplain and 6m setback  
- Will be 4.8m from shoreline of Crowe Lake 
 
Fill (see Appendix A and B): 
- 123.4 cubic metres (4,358 cubic feet) net fill placed in the existing floodplain required for construction and to achieve 

floodproofing requirements 
- Flood Apron exceeding 1 metre in width surrounding the dwelling and graded further towards the lake than what 

would be recommended by CVCA staff.  
 
Septic System (see Appendix A and B): 
We acknowledge receipt of the revised changes to the septic system as per documents received March 07, 2024.  
- Septic bed and tank are located outside of the floodplain 
- Septic pump is located inside the floodplain  
- Consists of septic tank and filter bed 

o Tank will be 3,600L 
o Filter bed will be 37.21m2 

- Septic system floodproofing will include: 
o Septic bed will be floodproofed by ensuring that the bottom of the filter bed runs will be at or above the 

regulatory flood elevation of 183.88m (CGVD28). 
o Septic tank will be securely anchored.  

 
CVCA Regulated Features: 

- Regulatory floodplain of Crowe Lake. 
o Requisite minimum development setback is 6 metres.  
o If floodplain cannot be avoided, the proposed should represent the area of least amount of encroachment / 

impact. 
 

- Wetland greater than 2 hectares. 
o Requisite minimum development setback is 30 metres.  
o The Hearing scheduled for March 21, 2024, does not require the Board to consider impacts to the wetland as 

the proposed development is greater than 30m from the wetland boundary.    
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Applicability of the Conservation Authorities Act, Ontario Regulation 159/06 and the Crowe 
Valley Conservation Authority’s Watershed Planning and Regulations Policy Manual 
Ontario Regulation 159/06, was made pursuant to section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act, R.S.O. 1990. Ontario 
Regulation 159/06. The Conservation Authorities Act and Ontario Regulation 159/06 are attached as Appendix D.  
 
The proposed development is within an area regulated by the CVCA due to the regulatory flood hazard of Crowe Lake. 
 
Section 2 (1) (a) (iii) (A) of the Regulation states: 
 
Development prohibited 

2. (1) Subject to section 3, no person shall undertake development or permit another person to undertake 
development in or on the areas within the jurisdiction of the Authority that are,  

(a) river or stream valleys that have depressional features associated with a river or stream, whether or 
not they contain a watercourse, the limits of which are determined in accordance with the following 
rules: 

(i) where the river or stream valley is apparent and has stable slopes, the valley extends from 
the stable top of bank, plus 15 metres, to a similar point on the opposite side, 

(ii) where the river or stream valley is apparent and has unstable slopes, the valley extends from 
the predicted long term stable slope projected from the existing stable slope, or if the toe of 
the slope is unstable, from the predicted location of the toe of the slope as a result of stream 
erosion over a projected 100-year period, plus 15 metres, to a similar point on the opposite 
side, 

(iii) where the river or stream valley is not apparent, the valley extends the greater of, 
(A) the distance from a point outside the edge of the maximum extent of the flood plain 

under the applicable flood event standard, plus 15 metres, to a similar point on the 
opposite side, and 

(B) the distance from the predicted meander belt of a watercourse, expanded as required 
to convey the flood flows under the applicable flood event standard, plus 15 metres, 
to a similar point on the opposite side; 

(b) hazardous lands; 
(c) wetlands; or 
(d) other areas where development could interfere with the hydrologic function of a wetland, including 

areas within 120 metres of all provincially significant wetlands and wetlands greater than 2 hectares 
in size, and areas within 30 metres of wetlands less than 2 hectares in size.  

 
Permission to develop 

3. (1) The Authority may grant permission for development in or on the areas described in subsection 2 (1) if, in 
its opinion, the control of flooding, erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of land will not 
be affected by the development.  

 
Section 3, above, refers to “tests” of the Regulation. Any application for development within an area regulated by the 
Conservation Authority is reviewed through the lens of these tests. The CVCA’s Watershed Planning and Regulations 
Manual was developed to govern how these tests are applied to a multitude of possible development scenarios, as well 
as to provide guidance to CVCA staff in order to implement a consistent and practical approach for granting or refusing 
permission for development. 
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Hearing Process and Role of the CVCA’s Watershed Advisory Board 
When an application for development does not conform to the CVCA policies, CVCA staff must recommend the application 
for denial. The applicant then has the ability to request a Hearing with the CVCA’s Watershed Advisory Board. The 
Watershed Advisory Board is tasked with reviewing the application for development, considering the applicable CVCA 
policies that have not been satisfied, and ultimately making a decision as to whether the application is consistent with the 
tests of the Regulation. 
 
Tests of the Regulation 
The development will not affect the control of: 

• flooding,  
• erosion,  
• dynamic beaches (not applicable in CVCA watershed), 
• pollution or  
• the conservation of land 

 
The CVCA Watershed Advisory Board may grant or refuse permission. Permission may be granted with or without 
conditions. The applicant will receive written notice of the decision. The notice of decision must state the reasons for 
which the application was either approved or refused. The applicant has the right to appeal the decision within 30 days 
of receipt of the notice of decision. Appeals are to the Ontario Land Tribunal. The applicant can appeal a refusal or the 
conditions of an approval. 
 
CVCA Staff Recommendation 
Based on the information submitted, CVCA staff recommend that the application be denied for the following reasons: 
 

1. The proposed development would be located within hazardous lands, being the Crowe Lake regulatory flood 
hazard. Therefore, the proposed development has the potential to negatively impact the control of flooding. 

2. The proposed development does not conform to the CVCA’s Watershed Planning and Regulations Policies, 
specifically: 

a. The proposed development exceeds the maximum allowable increase in habitable space for 
reconstruction of a dwelling within the flood hazard, being 50% of the existing dwelling, up to a 
maximum of 500 ft2. 

b. The proposed development exceeds the maximum allowable increase in ground floor footprint for 
reconstruction of an accessory structure within the flood hazard, being up to a maximum of 500 ft2. 

c. That placement of fill to create a building envelope for he proposed development within the 
Regulatory floodplain shall not be permitted. 

d. That fill placement for the purpose of changing the grade on a property within the flood hazard for 
the purpose of permitting development will not be permitted. 

 
The applicable policies from the CVCA Watershed Planning and Regulations Policy Manual are listed and detailed in the 
following section of this report. Policy sections that are not relevant to this application have been omitted. 
 
The CVCA Board approved Watershed Panning and Regulations Policy Manual provides a framework for the CVCA and its 
staff to consistently administer its powers under Ontario Regulation 159/06.  When reviewing development applications, 
the Authority must have regard for its objectives of preventing loss of life and minimizing property damage as a result of 
natural hazards.  Section 3(1) of Ontario Regulation 159/06.   
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Administrative Policies 
The following sections speak to over-arching policies that every application must be tested against.  Areas subject 
to the regulation include several different items with hazardous lands being a critical component.  Hazardous lands 
include all lands that are or could be flooded. 
 
3.8 General Regulation Policies 

3.8.1 That development, interference or alteration will not be permitted within a regulated area, except in 
accordance with the policies contained within this document. In the event of a conflict between the policies 
applicable to the development, interference or alteration, the most restrictive policy shall apply.  

 
3.8.2 That notwithstanding Policy 3.8.1, the CVCA’s Board of Directors may grant permission for development, 
interference and/or alteration where the application provided evidence acceptable to the Board of Directors that 
documents the development and/or activity will have no adverse effect on the control of flooding, erosion, 
pollution or the conservation of land with respect to river or stream valleys, hazardous land, wetland and areas of 
interference, or result in unacceptable interference with a watercourse or wetland). 
 
3.8.3 That development, interference or alteration within a regulated area may be permitted where it can be 
demonstrated to the satisfaction of CVCA, through appropriate technical reports, assessments, site plans and/ or 
other documents as required by CVCA, that: 

- there is no feasible alternative location for development outside the hazard; 
- the risk to public safety is not increased; 
- susceptibility to natural hazards is not increased and no new hazards are created (e.g. there will be no 

impacts on adjacent properties with respect to natural hazards); 
- there are no adverse hydraulic or fluvial impacts on rivers, creeks, streams, or watercourses; 
- negative or adverse hydrological or ecological impacts on natural features and functions, including 

wetlands, are avoided and mitigated as demonstrated by a qualified professional; 
- intrusions on natural features, areas and systems contributing to the conservation of land, including 

areas providing ecological functions and hydrologic functions, are avoided or mitigated as 
demonstrated by qualified professional; 

- access for emergency works and maintenance of flood or erosion control works is available; 
- pollution, sedimentation and erosion during construction and post-construction is minimized using 

best management practices including site, landscape, infrastructure and/or facility design (whichever 
is applicable based on the scale and scope of the project), construction controls, and appropriate 
remedial measures; 

- the control of flooding, erosion, dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of land will not be 
affected during and post development, interference or alteration; 

- proposed development is constructed, repaired and/or maintained in accordance with accepted 
engineering principles and approved engineering standards to the satisfaction of CVCA, whichever is 
applicable based on the structural scale and scope, and the purpose of the project. 
 

3.8.7 That notwithstanding supplementary policies or stand-alone policies as specified in Sections 4.0 through to 
and including 7.0, development within a regulated area shall be set back from the greater of the following:  

a) Valley and Stream Corridors: 15 metres from the long term stable top of slope, stable toe of slope, 
meander belt and any contiguous natural features and areas that contribute to the conservation of land;  
b) Natural Hazards: 6 metres from the extent of a hazard;  
c) Wetlands: 30 metres from provincially significant wetlands and wetlands greater than 2 ha and 15 
metres for all other wetlands; and  
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d) Setbacks based upon the results of a comprehensive environmental study or technical report 
completed to the satisfaction of the CVCA. 

 
Conformity  
The proposed development does not conform as it is not set back 6 metres from the extend of a natural hazard 
(flooding, erosion, unstable soil or bedrock). 

 
 
Hazardous Lands Policies  
This component of the Regulation applies to development within hazardous lands which is defined under Section 28 of 
the CA Act as land that could be unsafe for development due to naturally occurring processes associated with flooding, 
erosion, dynamic beaches, or unstable soil or bedrock.    
 
The following policies are specific to development in the flood hazard.  Any development within a flooding hazard requires 
permission from the CVCA.  In general development within the Regulatory floodplain shall not be permitted.   
 

Policy 4.2.6 
Development will be permitted within 15 metres of the greater of the floodplain or predicted meander belt width 
(erosion hazard) of the river or stream provided that:    

- it can be demonstrated through appropriate technical reports (e.g., topographic survey, 
geomorphologic assessment, floodplain mapping) that all development will be located a minimum of 6 
metres beyond the greater of the floodplain OR the predicted meander belt width (erosion hazard);   

- safe access (ingress/egress) is present;   
- inert fill material will be used. The proponent may be required to provide proof of the origin and quality of 

the fill material and conduct other studies and/or monitoring as may be required to ensure the control of 
pollution and the conservation of land is not impacted;   

- development does not change drainage or vegetation patterns that would exacerbate flooding hazards 
and/or erosion hazards;  

- the potential for erosion has been addressed through proper drainage, erosion and sediment control and 
site stabilization/restoration plans;   

- the finished floor/lowest opening of proposed habitable structures is to be located at least 0.3 metres 
above the regulatory flood elevation; and,  

- all electrical circuits, outlets and permanently installed electrical equipment are to be located at least 0.3 
metres above the regulatory flood elevation.    

 
A site plan prepared by a qualified professional illustrating the elevations of existing and proposed grades and 
lowest openings of existing and proposed buildings/structures, where applicable must be submitted.   

 
 Conformity  

The proposed development does not conform as it is not located a minimum of 6 metres beyond the greater of 
the floodplain OR the predicted meander belt width (erosion hazard) and will change drainage on the site and 
exacerbate flood hazard.  

 
5.2.1 Development within the Regulatory floodplain shall not be permitted. 
 
Conformity  
The proposed dwelling, deck, septic tank and fill placement /grading is located within the regulatory floodplain. 
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5.2.2 Placement of fill to create a building envelope for future / proposed development within the Regulatory 
floodplain shall not be permitted. 
 
Conformity  
To achieve floodproofing requirements, the proposed development would require 123.4 m3 of fill to be placed 
in the floodplain. The proposed fill amount exceeds the recommended amount for a fill apron.  
 
5.3 Specific Policies for Flooding Hazards 

 
5.3.1.2 New single residential development on an existing lot will not be permitted within a flooding hazard 
regardless of previous approvals provided under the Planning Act or other regulatory process (e.g., Building Code 
Act). 
 
Conformity  
The proposed development is considered ‘new single residential development’ under the CVCA’s policies 
because it exceeds the allowable size increase for minor additions (policy 5.3.1.3) 
 
5.3.1.3 Additions (including ground floor, second storey or an attached garage) to existing residential dwellings 
located, even partially, within a flooding hazard will be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that: 

- the addition is 50% or less of the original habitable floor space* to a maximum footprint of 46.5 
square metres (~500 square feet), whichever is less, or in the case of multiple additions, all additions 
combined are equal to or less than 50% of the original habitable floor space to a maximum footprint 
of 46.5 square metres (~500 square feet), whichever is less; 

- the number of dwelling units is the same or fewer; 
- the addition will not be subject to flows that could cause structural damage; 
- where feasible, an improvement in the existing dwelling will occur with respect to floodproofing of the 

structure; 
- safe access (ingress/egress) is present; 
- the addition will be floodproofed to an elevation of 0.3 metre above the regulatory flood elevation as 

per floodproofing standards outlined in Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines; 
- the structure is properly anchored to prevent flotation, is not subject to damage by flooding or other 

hazards and flood flows and flood water storage are not impeded; 
- no basement is proposed and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service only; 
- the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency works, maintenance, and 

evacuation; 
- the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission of proper drainage, 

erosion and sediment control and site stabilization/restoration plans; 
- natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of land are protected, 

pollution is prevented, and erosion hazards have been adequately addressed; and, 
- the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized expertise in the appropriate 

discipline and must be prepared using established procedures and recognized methodologies to the 
satisfaction of the CVCA. 
 
These policies apply to any addition to a dwelling that is located entirely or partially in the flood hazard 
regardless of whether or not the addition, or part thereof, is located in the flood hazard. 
 
A site plan prepared by qualified professional illustrating the elevations of existing and proposed 
grades and lowest openings of existing and proposed buildings/structures must be submitted. In 
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addition, detailed technical analysis completed by a qualified professional engineer may be required 
to be submitted to demonstrate the acceptability of the proposal. 

 
Conformity  
The proposed development (2,272 ft2) is greater than 50% of the existing habitable floor space, up to a 
maximum of 500 ft2. The existing dwelling was 625.5 ft2. The allowable proposed dwelling would be capped at 
938.25 ft2 (50% of 625.5 ft2 = 312.75 ft2). The proposed represents an increase of 363% or 1,646.5 ft2. 
 
5.3.1.4 Additions to existing residential dwellings greater than the size provision identified in 5.3.1.3 above would 
be considered Single Residential Development and therefore subject to Policy 5.3.1.2. 
 
Conformity  
This policy renders development proposals that exceed the allowable size increase for additions to be 
considered ‘new development,’ and subject to Policy 5.3.1.2 (above): new development not permitted within 
a flooding hazard. 

 
Policy 5.3.1.5 
Reconstruction of residential dwellings located within a flood hazard will be permitted provided it can be 
demonstrated that:    

- the dwelling to be replaced is relocated outside the flooding hazard where feasible;  
- there is no increase in the number of dwelling units;  
- the new dwelling is the same size or smaller than the previous dwelling;  
- the use of the new dwelling is the same as the previous dwelling; 
- the dwelling will be floodproofed to an elevation of 0.3 metre above the regulatory flood elevation, as per 

floodproofing standards identified in Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines;  
- safe access (ingress/egress) is present; 
- no basement is proposed, and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service only;    
- there is no risk of structural failure due to potential hydrostatic/dynamic pressures;  
- the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency works, maintenance, and evacuation;  
- the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission of proper drainage, erosion 

and sediment control and site stabilization/restoration plans;   
- natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of land are protected, pollution 

is prevented, and erosion hazards have been adequately addressed; and,   
- the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized expertise in the appropriate 

discipline and must be prepared using established procedure and recognized methodologies to the 
satisfaction of the CVCA.   

A site plan prepared by a qualified professional illustrating the elevations of existing and proposed grades and 
lowest openings of existing and proposed buildings/structures must be submitted.  
  
Conformity  
The proposed development does not conform because it is not located outside the hazard, and the new dwelling 
is not the same size or smaller than the previous dwelling. In such case, Policy 5.3.1.6 applies. 
 
5.3.1.6 Replacement of residential dwellings within a flooding hazard that would result in an increase in dwelling 
size will be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that the conditions for Minor Residential Additions (Policies 
5.3.1.3, 5.3.1.4) can be satisfied, and safe access is present.  
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Conformity 
If reconstruction or replacement of a dwelling is proposed where there is an increase in size, CVCA’s dwelling 
addition policies apply, which, if the allowable size increase is exceeded, ultimately point to policy 5.3.1.2 
(above): new development not permitted within a flooding hazard. 
 
Policy 5.3.4.1 – Accessory Structures (Deck)  
Accessory buildings or structures associated with an existing residential, agricultural, commercial, industrial or 
institutional use such as detached garages, decks, sheds, silos, gazebos and other similar structures (but not 
including on-shore boathouses: see Policy 5.3.5), will be permitted within a flooding hazard provided it can be 
demonstrated that:    

- there is no feasible alternative site outside of the flooding hazard;   
- there is no habitable floor space associated with the building or structure and no opportunity for 

conversion into habitable floor space in the future;   
- the site is not subject to frequent flooding;   
- the building or structure does not exceed a ground floor footprint of 46.5 square metres for settlement 

areas or shoreline development areas and for rural areas, the building or structure does not exceed a 
ground floor footprint of 100 square metres;   

- the risk of property damage and pollution is minimized through site and facility design to ensure that the 
development will not result in a pollution hazard (e.g., release of a biohazard substance, nutrients, 
pesticides or other chemicals during a flood event);   

- the building or structure is securely anchored to either a concrete pad or footings;  
- no basement is proposed, and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service only;   
- where dry floodproofing cannot be achieved, wet floodproofing is undertaken in accordance with 

floodproofing standards identified in Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines;  
- the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency works, maintenance, and evacuation;  
- the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission of proper drainage, erosion 

and sediment control and site stabilization/restoration plans; 
- natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of land are protected, pollution 

is prevented, and erosion hazards have been adequately addressed; and,   
- the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized expertise in the appropriate 

discipline and must be prepared using established procedures and recognized methodologies to the 
satisfaction of the CVCA.   

A site plan prepared by a qualified professional illustrating the elevations of existing and proposed grades and 
lowest openings of proposed buildings/structures must be submitted.    

 
Conformity  
The proposed development does not conform to policy because the proposed accessory structure (deck) 
exceeds the prescribed size limitation of 46.5 square metres (500ft2). In such case, Policies 5.3.4.1 and 5.3.4.2 
apply.  The proposed deck is 780ft2 which is 56% or 280ft2 beyond the allowable limit.  
 
Policy 5.3.4.2  
Additions to existing accessory buildings or structures located within a flooding hazard will be permitted provided 
it can be demonstrated that:  

- the total size of the building or structure that would result from the addition does not exceed the 
maximum size identified in Policy 5.3.4.1;   

- there is no habitable floor space associated with the addition and no opportunity for conversion into 
habitable floor space in the future;   

- no basement is proposed, and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service only;   
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- an improvement in the existing building or structure will occur with respect to floodproofing;   
- the risk of property damage and pollution is minimized through site and facility design to ensure that the 

development will not result in a pollution hazard (e.g. release of a biohazard substance, nutrients, 
pesticides or other chemicals during a flood event);   

- where dry floodproofing cannot be achieved, wet floodproofing is undertaken in accordance with 
floodproofing standards identified in Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines;   

- the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency works, maintenance, and evacuation;   
- the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission of proper drainage, erosion 

and sediment control and site stabilization/restoration plans;   
- natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of land are protected, pollution 

is prevented, and erosion hazards have been adequately addressed; and,   
- the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized expertise in the appropriate 

discipline and must be prepared using established procedures and recognized methodologies to the 
satisfaction of the CVCA.    

A site plan prepared by a qualified professional illustrating the elevations of existing and proposed grades and 
lowest openings of existing and proposed buildings/structures must be submitted. 
 
 Conformity  
The proposed development does not conform to policy as the total size of the building or structure exceeds the 
maximum size identified in Policy 5.3.4.1. 
 
Policy 5.3.4.3 
Replacement or reconstruction of existing accessory buildings or structures that have been damaged or destroyed 
by causes other than flooding will be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that:    

- there is no feasible alternative site outside the flooding hazard;   
- the building or structure to be replaced is relocated to an area within the existing lot where the risk of 

flooding and property damage is reduced to the greatest extent, wherever possible;   
- the new building or structure is the same size or smaller than the previous building or structure (Note: 

replacements to accessory buildings or structures located within a flooding hazard that would result in 
an increase in building or structure size are subject to the provisions of Policy 5.3.4.2;  

- there is no habitable floor space associated with the building or structure and no opportunity for 
conversion to habitable floor space in the future;   

- no basement is proposed, and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service only;   
- where dry floodproofing cannot be achieved, wet floodproofing is undertaken in accordance with 

floodproofing standards identified in Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines; and  
- the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency works, maintenance, and evacuation;   
- the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission of proper drainage, erosion 

and sediment control and site stabilization/restoration plans;   
- natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of land are protected, pollution 

is prevented, and erosion hazards have been adequately addressed; and,   
- the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized expertise in  the appropriate 

discipline and must be prepared using established procedures and recognized methodologies to the 
satisfaction of the CVCA.    

A site plan prepared by a qualified professional illustrating the elevations of existing and proposed grades and 
lowest openings of existing and proposed buildings/structures must be submitted.   
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Conformity  
The proposed development does not conform to policy because the proposed accessory structure exceeds the 
maximum allowable size of 500 ft2. In such case, Policies 5.3.4.1 and 5.3.4.2 apply. 
 
5.3.13 Fill Placement, Excavation and/or Grade Modifications 

 
5.3.13.1 Fill placement and or excavation for the purpose of changing the grade on a property within the flood 
hazard for the purpose of permitting development will not be permitted. 

 
Conformity 
The proposed development would require placement of 123.4m3 fill and grade changes within the flood hazard 
to achieve minimum floodproofing requirements. With the proposed dwelling surpassing the allowable size 
increase to be considered reconstruction of existing development, more fill is required to meet the minimum 
floodproofing requirements than what is recommended for a fill apron.  

 
 
Summary 
Hazard land management was delegated to Conservation Authorities by the Province of Ontario through the 
establishment of the Conservation Authorities Act and Ontario Regulation 159/06. The CVCA’s Watershed Planning and 
Regulations Policies have been developed to guide CVCA staff with the administration of the Regulation. CVCA staff review 
development proposals in an effort to protect people and their property in areas susceptible to natural hazards and other 
areas where development could interfere with the hydrologic function of wetlands.  
 
The proposed development does not conform with the CVCA’s Policies, which state: 
 
1) That development within the Regulatory floodplain shall not be permitted; 
 
2) That new single residential development on an existing lot will not be permitted within a flooding hazard regardless 

of previous approvals provided under the Planning Act or other regulatory process (e.g., Building Code Act). 
 

a) The proposed dwelling exceeds the size increase allowance (50% of original up to 500 ft2) to be considered 
reconstruction of existing development, and is therefore considered new development under CVCA policies. 
i) The proposed development (2,272 ft2) is greater than 50% of the existing habitable floor space, up to a 

maximum of 500 ft2. The existing dwelling was 625.5 ft2. The allowable proposed dwelling would be capped 
at 938.25 ft2 (50% of 625.5 ft2 = 312.75 ft2). The proposed represents an increase of 363% or 1,646.5 ft2. 

 
b) The proposed deck exceeds the size increase allowance (up to 500 ft2) to be considered reconstruction of existing 

development, and is therefore considered new development under CVCA policies. 
i) The proposed deck is 780ft2 which is 56% or 280ft2 beyond the allowable limit. 

 
3) That placement of fill to create a building envelope for future / proposed development within the Regulatory 

floodplain shall not be permitted. 
i) The proposed development includes 123.4m3 of fill.   

 
4) That fill placement and or excavation for the purpose of changing the grade on a property within the flood hazard for 

the purpose of permitting development will not be permitted. 
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CVCA Staff Recommendation: 
 
Understanding that there are other CVCA approvable options (i.e. dwelling within the allowable 500ft2 size limitation 
and deck size within the allowable 500ft2 size limitation), the landowner could choose other acceptable options that 
would conform to CVCA Policy. These are reasonable solutions that the CVCA has presented to the landowner which 
could realistically be carried out.  
 
The CVCA Watershed Advisory Board must carefully consider the potential implications of granting exceptions to CVCA 
policy at any hearing, including the ability to set precedent. If this application is allowed to proceed as is, it will set 
precedent with implications and undermining the authority of CVCA across the watershed. 
 
CVCA staff therefore recommend that the application be denied.  
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Site Plan and Detailed Drawings



















974 Elzevir Road 
Flinton, Ontario 

K0H 1P0 
 (613) 885-2896 

Calculation for concrete needed to keep a 3600L septic tank from floating at 30 Mackenzie Road. 

Assumptions: 
3600 L septic tank is a concrete from A & B Precast 
Safety factor is 1.5 
Tank is buried 0.15m below grade 

Vc = (SF  FB   FT   Fs) 

 Yc 
Where 

VC = volume of concrete 
FB = the buoyant force of the groundwater pushing up (kN) 
FT = the weight of the tank (kN) 
FS = the weight of the soil (kN) 
SF = factor of safety  1.5 – 2.0 
Yc = submerged specific weight of concrete (14kN/m3 typically) 

FB =  volume of tank submerged (m3) x specific weight of water (kN/m3) 
 = 2.286 * 1.524 * 1.651 *9.81 
 = 56.42kN 

FT = mass of tank (kg) * gravity (m/s2) / 1000 
  = 3640 * 9.81 / 1000 
  = 35.7kN 

Fs = volume of soil above tank (m3) * specific weight of soil (kN/m3) 
 = (2.286*1.524*0.15) *19 
 =  9.9 kN 

VC = (SF * FB – FT – FS) / Specific weight of concrete 
  = (1.5 * 56.42 – 35.7 – 9.9) / 14 
  = (39.03) / 14 
  = 2.78m3

Formula taken from Ontario Rural Wastewater Centre: Advanced Design of On-site Wastewater 
Treatment Systems 
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August 4, 2023 
 
Attention: Scott Stewart 
 
RE:   30 Mackenzie Road, Marmora ON 
    Opinion Letter - Floodline Assessment 

   Jewell File No. 230-5387 

Mr. Stewart, 

Jewell Engineering Inc. (Jewell) was retained to complete a floodline 

assessment at 30 Mackenzie Road in Marmora near the northeast corner of 

Crowe Lake (see Figure 1). Jewell completed the following tasks as part of 

this assessment.  

• Review of topographic survey prepared by Watson Land Surveyors Ltd. 

• Correspondence with Crowe Valley Conservation (CVC) staff to confirm 

the scope of work requested.  

• A site visit on August 3, 2023 to observe individual characteristics of the 

subject property as it relates to floodplain. 

• This engineering opinion letter regarding potential impacts on the Crowe 

Lake system in the regulatory flood event.  

 

 
Figure 1: Site Location – 30 Mackenzie Road, Marmora 
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Existing Conditions 

The client is proposing to construct a 2,272 ft2 house with a 760 ft2 deck to upgrade their 

existing house on the lot. The final floor elevation for the building upgrade is 184.56m 

(CGVD28) per the Waterson Land Surveyors plan of survey. The existing and proposed 

structures are surrounded by existing buildings on both sides. CVC provided a regulatory 100-yr 

floodplain elevation of 183.88m for the property as indicated on the survey plan.  

In a comparison of the regulatory water level to the existing grades (both elevations in 

CGVD28), the regulatory water level is an average of 0.4m above the existing ground within the 

vicinity of the proposed fill to accommodate the building improvements. A schematic of the 

proposed plan is attached. Note that the average fill on the plan is 2 ft, or 0.6m. This is greater 

than the 0.4m referenced above since the 0.6m represents the average total fill (i.e. including 

above the 100-yr water level).  

Assessment of Potential Impacts to Storage and Conveyance 

Based on experience and an understanding of hydraulic principles, the proposed building 

addition would have no negative impacts to adjacent properties at Crowe Lake. The reasoning is 

described below.  

When completing an assessment to determine whether a building addition will negatively 

impact the control of flooding, two parameters need to be investigated.  

1) Conveyance 

2) Storage  

Conveyance: 

River and drainage systems rely on effective flow areas to convey runoff from upstream to 

downstream. The effective flow areas are defined as areas that contribute to the river’s ability 

to move the water in its desired flow path. Ineffective flow areas on other hand, represent 

areas that are within the floodplain, but do not contribute to the conveyance of flows. 

Examples of ineffective flow areas would be runoff that is blocked by a bridge approach, or an 

infill development where there are existing structures on either side of the proposed 

development location.  

For the subject lot, it is obvious that it is within an ineffective flow area since there are existing 

houses on either side. It is also located on the shore of a lake, within the perimeter of the 

drainage system. In drainage systems, lakes function as a reservoir, and are not relied on for 

conveyance in the same manner as a river. The proposed addition is within an ineffective flow 

area and on the perimeter of Crowe Lake; therefore, the proposed fill to accommodate the 
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building improvements on the lot will not contribute to Crowe Lake’s ability to convey runoff 

from upstream to downstream. Subsequently, there will be no increase in water levels and no 

negative impacts to adjacent properties.  

Note: Even if the proposed addition was within an effective flow are (which it is not), the cross-

sectional area of Crowe Lake perpendicular to the direction of flow is exceptionally larger than 

the cross-sectional area associated with the shallow fill proposed for the building addition. 

Cross-sectional area is the driving factor in calculating the conveyance and subsequent water 

level in a drainage system (more so for rivers since lakes have little conveyance and are 

primarily dead storage).  

Based on the above discussion, Jewell Engineering acknowledges the proposed building 

improvements would present no negative impacts to the control of flooding as it relates to 

conveyance.  

Storage: 

The proposed building and deck improvements have a total footprint area of 335m2 within the 

existing floodplain limits. With an average elevation difference of 0.4m between the regulatory 

100-yr water level and the existing ground within the fill area of the existing floodplain, the 

proposed building improvements will occupy approximately 134 m3 of storage within the 

existing floodplain as shown below. 

Equation 1: Volume Below Floodline 

335𝑚2 ∗ (183.88𝑚 − 183.48𝑚) = 134𝑚3 

For lakes, majority of their volume is dead storage – meaning it does not flow downstream 

unless above the elevation of the outlet of the lake. Active storage is the depths near the top of 

the lake that vary based on the outlet elevation. When assessing storage implications, the 

active storage is of interest.  

For Crowe Lake, it has a surface area of approximately 12.2 million square meters. For the 

purpose of our calculation, we will conservatively assume that the active storage depth for 

Crowe Lake is limited by the depth from the 100-yr water level (183.88m) to lowest elevation of 

the subject lot within the proposed fill area (182.60m).  

From this information, Jewell calculated the active storage volume of Crowe Lake that would 

theoretically be adjusted with the proposed fill to accommodate the proposed building 

improvements.  
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Equation 2: Crowe Lake Active Storage Volume within Range of Proposed Fill 

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 = 12,200,000𝑚2 ∗ (183.88𝑚 − 182.60𝑚) = 15,600,000𝑚3 

With 134 m3 of fill being occupied relative to the 15,600,000 m3, we can determine the 
percentage of storage lost to the fill placement as shown below.  

Equation 3: Occupied vs Total Volume 

134𝑚3

15,600,000𝑚3
= 0.0009% (9 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑜𝑛) 

It is atypical to quantify storage volumes in hydrology calculations in parts per million (ppm). 

However, the loss in storage volume is so minimal that it becomes the unit of measurement for 

this investigation. 

With negligible loss in storage volume, there will be no increase in water surface elevation in 

Crowe Lake with the proposed additions at the subject lot.  

Conclusion: 

In summary, the proposed fill associated with the building improvements will have no impact 

on the conveyance or storage of the Crowe River system, and it will not increase water levels 

within Crowe Lake. Therefore, Jewell Engineering concludes the proposed building 

improvements will present no negative impacts to the control of flooding.  

We also note that the survey plan shows the final floor elevation is 184.56m. Since this is more 
than 0.6m above the 100-yr water level of 183.88m, we have no concerns regarding the 
proposed final floor elevation. 
 
Please note that floodproofing measures for the subject lot were outside the scope of this 
investigation as CVC’s requested information was to address potential impacts to water levels 
and adjacent properties at Crowe Lake. 
 
For the Owner’s information, we note that there are dry and/or wet floodproofing measures 
available that can be detailed by the Owner or hired professionals.  
 
Examples of these types of floodproofing measures include: 

• Dry floodproofing: 

o Construct structure with waterproof membrane 

o Use sealants 

o Reinforce walls to withstand water pressure 
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• Wet floodproofing 

o Keep all electrical outlets and wires a minimum of 1 foot above the floodline 

o Store valuables and potential contaminants (oils, solvents, etc.) at least 1 foot 

above the floodline 

o Construct drains to allow water to drain from structure after floodwaters recede. 

 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact the undersigned. 

 

Sincerely, 

  

  

  

 

Elliott Fledderus, P. Eng. 

Jewell Engineering Inc. 
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Figure 1: Looking northeast along the shoreline (November 18, 2022).  
 

 
Figure 2: Looking west along the shoreline (November 18, 2022). 



 
Figure 3: Looking northeast along the shoreline (November 18, 2022). 
 

 
Figure 4: Looking northeast towards the existing dwelling and deck (November 18, 2022). 



 
Figure 5: Looking north towards MacKenzie Road (November 18, 2022). 
 

 
Figure 6: Looking west towards the west property line (November 18, 2022). 



 
Figure 7: Looking towards Crowe Lake shoreline (November 18, 2022). 
 

 
Figure 8: Looking east towards the north portion of the existing dwelling (November 18, 2022). 



 
Figure 9: Looking north towards the proposed septic system location (November 18, 2022). 
 

 
Figure 10: Looking southwest towards Crowe Lake shoreline. The pink flag demonstrates the approximate flood plain (November 

18, 2022). 



 
Figure 11 Looking south towards the dwelling and Crowe Lake shoreline. The pink flags demonstrate the approximate flood plain 
(November 18, 2022). 
 

 
Figure 12: Looking east towards the north side of the dwelling. Pink flags demonstrate the approximate flood plain (November 
18, 2022). 



 
Figure 13: Looking south towards the north side of the dwelling. Pink flags demonstrate the approximate flood plain (November 
18, 2022). 
 

 
Figure 14: Looking south towards the north eastside of the dwelling. Pink flags demonstrate the approximate flood plain 
(November 18, 2022). 



 
Figure 15: Looking southwest towards the north side of the dwelling. Pink flags demonstrate the approximate flood plain 
(November 18, 2022). 
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Kelsey Davidson

From: Facey, Brian <brian.facey@blakes.com>
Sent: January 23, 2024 12:19 PM
To: Kelsey Davidson; scottestewart@sympatico.ca
Cc: Mark Pedersen
Subject: Urgent - Application 080/23 - 30 MacKenzie Road

Thanks Kelsey. 
                                                                                               
It will be the same folks as yesterdays call, all copied here other than Elliot (Scott can give you his coordinates). 
 
I am free today and rest of week. 
 
 
 

From: Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2024 11:47 AM 
To: Facey, Brian <brian.facey@blakes.com>; scottestewart@sympatico.ca 
Subject: RE: Thank you.  

 
• External Email | Courrier électronique externe • 

 
Good morning Brian, Scott,  
 
As discussed, I am in the process of scheduling our next call. Can you please confirm who all will be attending the next 
call? 
 

Thanks,  
 
Kelsey Davidson   
Regulations Officer  
 

Crowe Valley Conservation 
70 Hughes Lane  P.O. Box 416  Marmora, ON K0K 2M0                       
Tel: 613-472-3137  Fax: 613-472-5516 
www.CroweValley.com  
 
Any maps/screen shots provided in emails are produced by Crowe Valley Conservation Authority with data supplied under licence 
by the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and local County data.  These maps/screen shots have been created for demonstrative 
purposes only and are not to be used as an official source of data. 

 
 
Disclaimer: This is intended for the addressee indicated above. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential, 
or otherwise protected from disclosure under the Municipal Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act. If you 
have received this in error, please notify us immediately. 
 

From: Facey, Brian [mailto:brian.facey@blakes.com]  
Sent: January 22, 2024 4:46 PM 
To: kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com 
Subject: Thank you.  
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Brian A. Facey   
Chair, Strategic Business Intiatives 
Partner 
brian.facey@blakes.com 
T. +1-416-863-4262 
C. +1-416-735-9761  

 

Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP 
199 Bay Street, Suite 4000, Toronto ON M5L 1A9 (Map)
  

blakes.com | LinkedIn
 

This email communication is CONFIDENTIAL AND LEGALLY PRIVILEGED. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify me at the telephone number shown above or 
by return email and delete this communication and any copy immediately. Thank you. L'information paraissant dans ce message électronique est CONFIDENTIELLE. Si ce 
message vous est parvenu par erreur, veuillez immédiatement m’en aviser par téléphone ou par courriel et en détruire toute copie. Merci. 
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Kelsey Davidson

From: Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com>
Sent: November 24, 2023 10:03 AM
To: 'Brian Facey'
Cc: 'scottestewart scottestewart'; 'Info'; 'julie.soloway@blakes.com'; 'Mark Pedersen'
Subject: RE: Permit Application 080/23 - 30 MacKenzie Road

Good morning Brian,  
 
My apologies for delay in response.  
 
The next available Water Advisory Board Hearing date is January 18, 2024.  
 
Please confirm that you would like to proceed with your hearing on this date.  
 

Thanks,  
 
Kelsey Davidson   
Regulations Officer  
 

Crowe Valley Conservation 
70 Hughes Lane  P.O. Box 416  Marmora, ON K0K 2M0                       
Tel: 613-472-3137  Fax: 613-472-5516 
www.CroweValley.com  
 
Any maps/screen shots provided in emails are produced by Crowe Valley Conservation Authority with data supplied under licence 
by the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and local County data.  These maps/screen shots have been created for demonstrative 
purposes only and are not to be used as an official source of data. 

 
 
Disclaimer: This is intended for the addressee indicated above. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential, 
or otherwise protected from disclosure under the Municipal Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act. If you 
have received this in error, please notify us immediately. 
 

From: Brian Facey [mailto:brianfacey@gmail.com]  
Sent: November 23, 2023 4:01 PM 
To: Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com> 
Cc: scottestewart scottestewart <scottestewart@sympatico.ca>; Info <info@crowevalley.com>; 
julie.soloway@blakes.com; Mark Pedersen <mpedersen@owtlaw.com> 
Subject: Re: Permit Application 080/23 ‐ 30 MacKenzie Road 

 
Dear Kelsey.  
 
The most recent response from you indicated you would reply last Thursday about next steps in the process. 
 
 I wrote to you last Friday to follow up when I did not hear from you.  
 
With another week having passed, I write again to ask if I may have the courtesy of a reply to my numerous 
emails below and an update.  
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These delays are causing us to be unable to add to the housing stock in a timely fashion.  
 
Thank you. I await your reply.   

Brian A. Facey  
Partner, Competition, Antitrust & Foreign Investment Group 
Direct:  416-863-4262 
Cell:     416-735-9761 
 
On Nov 17, 2023, at 6:54 AM, Brian Facey <brianfacey@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Kelsey, just following up on this. You mentioned below that the board was meeting yesterday. Can you 
please let me know the outcome. Thank you. 

Brian A. Facey  
Partner, Competition, Antitrust & Foreign Investment Group 
Direct:  416-863-4262 
Cell:     416-735-9761 
 
On Nov 14, 2023, at 8:31 AM, Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com> wrote: 

 
Good morning Brian,  
  
Apologies in delay in response.  
  
The CVCA Water Advisory Board is having their meeting this Thursday and will determine the next hearing date. Once 
the date has been confirmed by the Board I will relay that date to you.  
  
<image004.png> 
Thanks,  
  
Kelsey Davidson   
Regulations Officer  
  
Crowe Valley Conservation 
70 Hughes Lane  P.O. Box 416  Marmora, ON K0K 2M0                       
Tel: 613-472-3137  Fax: 613-472-5516 
www.CroweValley.com  
  
Any maps/screen shots provided in emails are produced by Crowe Valley Conservation Authority with data supplied under licence 
by the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and local County data.  These maps/screen shots have been created for demonstrative 
purposes only and are not to be used as an official source of data. 
  
 
Disclaimer: This is intended for the addressee indicated above. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential, 
or otherwise protected from disclosure under the Municipal Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act. If you 
have received this in error, please notify us immediately. 
  

From: Brian Facey [mailto:brianfacey@gmail.com]  
Sent: November 13, 2023 2:56 PM 
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To: scottestewart scottestewart <scottestewart@sympatico.ca> 
Cc: Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com>; Info <info@crowevalley.com>; julie.soloway@blakes.com 
Subject: Re: Permit Application 080/23 ‐ 30 MacKenzie Road 
  
Following up again.  

Brian A. Facey  
Partner, Competition, Antitrust & Foreign Investment Group 
Direct:  416-863-4262 
Cell:     416-735-9761 
 
On Nov 9, 2023, at 9:43 AM, Brian Facey <brianfacey@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi there,  
  
I am following up to see if there are any developments here.  
  
Could you please advise at your earliest convenience.  
  
Thank you. 
  

Brian A. Facey  
Partner 
Direct:  416-863-4262 
Cell:     416-735-9761 
 
On Oct 31, 2023, at 2:22 PM, scottestewart scottestewart <scottestewart@sympatico.ca> wrote: 

 

Hi Kelsy, 

 Just wondering if you could give me an idea where we are in the process for this appeal? 

Thanks. 
 
  

------ Original Message ------ 
From: kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com 
To: scottestewart@sympatico.ca; brianfacey@gmail.com Cc: info@crowevalley.com 
Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2023 1:41 PM 
Subject: RE: Permit Application 080/23 - 30 MacKenzie Road 
  

Good afternoon Scott, Brian, 
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Thank you Scott for contacting me today regarding the proposed dwelling and flood plain limitations. 
Please consider the following as official notification of the Crowe Valley Conservation Authority’s 
decision regarding application 080/23. 

  

At this time, the CVCA is not able to grant permission to support the proposed development as 
submitted in application 080/23.  As you are aware, the proposed addition is within the flood plain of 
Crowe Lake and does not currently meet the requirements of Ontario Regulation 159/06 and the Crowe 
Valley Conservation Watershed Planning and Regulations (O. Reg. 159/06) Policy, as approved by the 
CVCA Board. 

  

If you do not agree with this decision, you have the option to request a hearing with the Crowe Valley 
Conservation Authority Watershed Advisory Board. Please see the following information for the hearing 
process, should you choose to pursue this avenue: 

  

CVCA Hearing Request Process 

1) The applicant must submit an application deemed to be complete by the CVCA (including 
applicable fee payment and any technical requirements). 

Outstanding: Revised elevation survey from Ontario Land Surveyor including the 6m 
setback    

                Fee:  Fee payment was received by CVCA on 04 August 2023 for the permit #080/23 
application. 

           The hearing fee is $600. This fee is required to confirm us booking the hearing. 

  

2) The applicant is to confirm in writing (email is acceptable) that they are requesting a hearing. 

                Outstanding: N/A ‐ Confirmation received 13 September 2023. 

  

3) The CVCA will provide the applicant with a list of possible dates for a hearing. 

                We will advise you of the next available hearing date as soon as that information 
becomes available to us. 

  

4) Once a date is selected, CVCA issues a Notice of Hearing.  The Notice of Hearing will include: 
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a. Reference to the applicable legislation to which the hearing is to be held 
(Conservation Authorities Act). 

b. Time, place and purpose of the hearing. (Until further notice, all hearings are being 
held electronically.) 

c. Particulars which identify the applicant and reasons for the proposed refusal. 

d. Hearing conduct and procedural information. 

  

5) The CVCA will then provide the applicant with a report detailing the reasons for refusal. 

  

6) The applicant must be given a minimum of 2 weeks to prepare a report once the above 
reasons have been received. 

  

7) The applicant’s report must be received 2 weeks prior to the hearing date in order for all 
documents to be properly indexed and received and to allow for sufficient time for staff to 
review and provide professional opinion to the Hearing Board. 

  

Please note: all information to be presented at the hearing is to be submitted a minimum of 14 days 
prior to the meeting date. The information that CVCA staff will present will be made available to you at 
least 14 days in advance. After this, no new information can be presented at the hearing. 

  

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

  

<image005.jpg> 
Thanks, 

  

Kelsey Davidson  

Regulations Officer 

  

Crowe Valley Conservation 

70 Hughes Lane  P.O. Box 416  Marmora, ON K0K 2M0                      
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Tel: 613-472-3137  Fax: 613-472-5516 

www.CroweValley.com 

  

Any maps/screen shots provided in emails are produced by Crowe Valley Conservation Authority with data 
supplied under licence by the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and local County data.  These maps/screen shots 
have been created for demonstrative purposes only and are not to be used as an official source of data. 

  

 
Disclaimer: This is intended for the addressee indicated above. It may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under the Municipal Freedom of 
Information and Privacy Protection Act. If you have received this in error, please notify us immediately. 

  

From: scottestewart scottestewart [mailto:scottestewart@sympatico.ca]  
Sent: September 13, 2023 1:29 PM 
To: Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com>; brianfacey@gmail.com 
Cc: Info <info@crowevalley.com> 
Subject: Re: Permit Application 080/23 ‐ 30 MacKenzie Road 

  

Hello Kelsey, 

Thank you for the email and the direction as per the CVCA policies.  

Due to the nature of the property (hydro easement and municipal set back requirements and flood 
plain) there is no feasible way to develop the proposed structure outside of the flood plan, as well, to 
incur the cost to rejuvenate the existing cottage and incur the cost to add an addition and flood proof 
the existing structure and new addition structure would, at the end of the day, would only  leave the 
Mr. Facey with a renovated property that is still in the flood plan.  

We would like to file an appeal and continue to work with you and your office to get this project developed 
and better this property as proposed along with your direction and input. 

  

The request to have the 6m flood elevation set back added to the elevation survey has been made 
and i will forward that to you once it is received from Watson Land Surveyors. 

Please advise as to next steps and of any further required information you may need to keep this project 
moving forward. 
 
  

------ Original Message ------ 
From: kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com 
To: brianfacey@gmail.com; scottestewart@sympatico.ca Cc: 
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info@crowevalley.com 
Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2023 10:58 AM 
Subject: Permit Application 080/23 - 30 MacKenzie Road 
  

Good morning Brian, Scott, 

  

Thank you for your permit application 080/23 at 30 MacKenzie Road for the 
proposed dwelling and septic replacement. 

  

Based on the provided elevation survey, approximately the southern half of the 
property, including the entire existing dwelling and proposed dwelling, are 
located within the flood plain of Crowe Lake. 

  

It is my understanding that the existing dwelling is 625.5 ft2 and deck is 286 ft2 
and the proposed dwelling is 2,272 ft2 and the proposed deck is 780ft2. This 
results in an increase of habitable space by approximately 1,646.5 ft2, which does 
currently exceed the size limitations for dwelling additions within the flood 
hazard (noted below) and does not meet CVCA Board-approved policy. As per 
Policy, the maximum increase for the dwelling would be up to 938.25 ft2 
(original square footage (625.5 ft2) plus 50% = 312.75ft2 of additional habitable 
space).    I have included the CVCA policy sections below outlining the CVCA 
policy requirements for residential dwelling re-construction within the flood 
hazard. Please note that the increasing the size of the dwelling from the original 
size is considered an addition (hence why the addition section is included). 

  

Minor Residential Additions  

5.3.1.3 Additions (including ground floor, second storey or an attached garage) to 
existing residential dwellings located, even partially, within a flooding hazard 
will be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that:   

         the addition is 50% or less of the original habitable floor space* to a 
maximum footprint of 46.5 square metres (~500 square feet), whichever is 
less, or in the case of multiple additions, all additions combined are equal to 
or less than 50% of the original habitable floor space to a maximum footprint 
of 46.5 square metres (~500 square feet), whichever is less;  

         the number of dwelling units is the same or fewer;   

         the addition will not be subject to flows that could cause structural damage;  
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         where feasible, an improvement in the existing dwelling will occur with 
respect to floodproofing of the structure;  

         safe access (ingress/egress) is present;  

         the addition will be floodproofed to an elevation of 0.3 metre above the 
regulatory flood elevation as per floodproofing standards outlined in 
Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines;    

         the structure is properly anchored to prevent flotation, is not subject to 
damage by flooding or other hazards and flood flows and flood water storage 
are not impeded;   

         no basement is proposed and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service 
only;  

         the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency 
works,  maintenance, and evacuation; 

         the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission 
of  proper drainage, erosion and sediment control and site 
stabilization/restoration plans;  

         natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of 
land are protected, pollution is prevented, and erosion hazards have been 
adequately addressed; and,  

         the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized 
expertise in the appropriate discipline and must be prepared using established 
procedures and recognized methodologies to the satisfaction of the CVCA.    

  

These policies apply to any addition to a dwelling that is located entirely or 
partially in the flood hazard regardless of whether or not the addition, or part 
thereof, is located in the flood hazard.  

  

5.3.1.4 Additions to existing residential dwellings greater than the size provision 
identified in 5.3.1.3 above would be considered Single Residential Development 
and therefore subject to Policy 5.3.1.2.   

*Original habitable floor space means the floor space that was part of the original 
structure when it was first constructed.  Subsequent requests for additions which 
will result in the cumulative exceedance of 50% of the original floor space or 
46.5 square metres (~500 square feet) will not be considered.  
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Residential Replacement/Reconstruction    

5.3.1.5 Reconstruction of residential dwellings located within a flood hazard will 
be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that:   

         the dwelling to be replaced is relocated outside the flooding hazard where 
feasible; 

         there is no increase in the number of dwelling units; 

         the new dwelling is the same size or smaller than the previous dwelling; 

         the use of the new dwelling is the same as the previous dwelling;     

         the dwelling will be floodproofed to an elevation of 0.3 metre above the 
regulatory flood elevation, as per floodproofing standards identified in 
Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines; 

         safe access (ingress/egress) is present; 

         no basement is proposed, and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service 
only;   

         there is no risk of structural failure due to potential hydrostatic/dynamic 
pressures; 

         the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency works, 
maintenance, and evacuation;  

         the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission 
of proper drainage, erosion and sediment control and site 
stabilization/restoration plans;  

         natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of 
land are protected, pollution is prevented, and erosion hazards have been 
adequately   addressed; and,  

         the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized 
expertise in the appropriate discipline and must be prepared using established 
procedure and recognized methodologies to the satisfaction of the CVCA.  

         A site plan prepared by a qualified professional illustrating the elevations of 
existing and proposed grades and lowest openings of existing and proposed 
buildings/structures must be submitted.  

  

5.3.1.6 Replacement of residential dwellings within a flooding hazard that would 
result in an increase in dwelling size will be permitted provided it can be 
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demonstrated that the conditions for Minor Residential Additions (Policies 
5.3.1.3, 5.3.1.4) can be satisfied, and safe access is present.  

  

Ideally, the CVCA’s goal is to get all proposed development outside of a natural 
hazard or feature, including all associated setback(s). Currently, the proposed 
dwelling is within the flood hazard of Crowe Lake. The CVCA would want to see 
that the proposed dwelling is relocated outside the flooding hazard where 
feasible. Alternatively, if relocation is not an option, the proposed development 
would need to meet size limitation and floodproofing requirements (noted above). 
Please confirm if either of these options are something you will consider in order 
to meet CVCA Policy. 

  

Additionally, after reviewing the provided elevation survey, the 6m setback has 
not been plotted on the survey. Please request that the surveyor plot the 6m 
setback from the flood elevation and provide me with a revised copy. This will be 
required to be considered a complete permit application. 

  

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

  

  

<image005.jpg> 
Thanks, 

  

Kelsey Davidson  

Regulations Officer 

  

Crowe Valley Conservation 

70 Hughes Lane  P.O. Box 416  Marmora, ON K0K 2M0                      

Tel: 613-472-3137  Fax: 613-472-5516 

www.CroweValley.com 
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Any maps/screen shots provided in emails are produced by Crowe Valley Conservation Authority 
with data supplied under licence by the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and local County 
data.  These maps/screen shots have been created for demonstrative purposes only and are not to 
be used as an official source of data. 

  

 
Disclaimer: This is intended for the addressee indicated above. It may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under 
the Municipal Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act. If you have received 
this in error, please notify us immediately. 

  

  

 
 
  

Talk Soon. 
 
Scott E. Stewart Arch. Dip. Techn. 
SES Drafting & Design 
613.827.3957 
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Kelsey Davidson

From: Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com>
Sent: November 14, 2023 8:32 AM
To: 'Brian Facey'; 'scottestewart scottestewart'
Cc: 'Info'; 'julie.soloway@blakes.com'
Subject: RE: Permit Application 080/23 - 30 MacKenzie Road

Good morning Brian,  
 
Apologies in delay in response.  
 
The CVCA Water Advisory Board is having their meeting this Thursday and will determine the next hearing date. Once 
the date has been confirmed by the Board I will relay that date to you.  
 

Thanks,  
 
Kelsey Davidson   
Regulations Officer  
 

Crowe Valley Conservation 
70 Hughes Lane  P.O. Box 416  Marmora, ON K0K 2M0                       
Tel: 613-472-3137  Fax: 613-472-5516 
www.CroweValley.com  
 
Any maps/screen shots provided in emails are produced by Crowe Valley Conservation Authority with data supplied under licence 
by the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and local County data.  These maps/screen shots have been created for demonstrative 
purposes only and are not to be used as an official source of data. 

 
 
Disclaimer: This is intended for the addressee indicated above. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential, 
or otherwise protected from disclosure under the Municipal Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act. If you 
have received this in error, please notify us immediately. 
 

From: Brian Facey [mailto:brianfacey@gmail.com]  
Sent: November 13, 2023 2:56 PM 
To: scottestewart scottestewart <scottestewart@sympatico.ca> 
Cc: Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com>; Info <info@crowevalley.com>; julie.soloway@blakes.com 
Subject: Re: Permit Application 080/23 ‐ 30 MacKenzie Road 

 
Following up again.  

Brian A. Facey  
Partner, Competition, Antitrust & Foreign Investment Group 
Direct:  416-863-4262 
Cell:     416-735-9761 
 
On Nov 9, 2023, at 9:43 AM, Brian Facey <brianfacey@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi there,  
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I am following up to see if there are any developments here.  
 
Could you please advise at your earliest convenience.  
 
Thank you. 
 

Brian A. Facey  
Partner 
Direct:  416-863-4262 
Cell:     416-735-9761 
 
On Oct 31, 2023, at 2:22 PM, scottestewart scottestewart <scottestewart@sympatico.ca> wrote: 

 

Hi Kelsy, 

 Just wondering if you could give me an idea where we are in the process for this appeal? 

Thanks. 
 
  

------ Original Message ------ 
From: kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com 
To: scottestewart@sympatico.ca; brianfacey@gmail.com Cc: info@crowevalley.com 
Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2023 1:41 PM 
Subject: RE: Permit Application 080/23 - 30 MacKenzie Road 
  

Good afternoon Scott, Brian, 

  

Thank you Scott for contacting me today regarding the proposed dwelling and flood plain limitations. 
Please consider the following as official notification of the Crowe Valley Conservation Authority’s 
decision regarding application 080/23. 

  

At this time, the CVCA is not able to grant permission to support the proposed development as 
submitted in application 080/23.  As you are aware, the proposed addition is within the flood plain of 
Crowe Lake and does not currently meet the requirements of Ontario Regulation 159/06 and the Crowe 
Valley Conservation Watershed Planning and Regulations (O. Reg. 159/06) Policy, as approved by the 
CVCA Board. 
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If you do not agree with this decision, you have the option to request a hearing with the Crowe Valley 
Conservation Authority Watershed Advisory Board. Please see the following information for the hearing 
process, should you choose to pursue this avenue: 

  

CVCA Hearing Request Process 

1) The applicant must submit an application deemed to be complete by the CVCA (including 
applicable fee payment and any technical requirements). 

Outstanding: Revised elevation survey from Ontario Land Surveyor including the 6m 
setback    

                Fee:  Fee payment was received by CVCA on 04 August 2023 for the permit #080/23 
application. 

           The hearing fee is $600. This fee is required to confirm us booking the hearing. 

  

2) The applicant is to confirm in writing (email is acceptable) that they are requesting a hearing. 

                Outstanding: N/A ‐ Confirmation received 13 September 2023. 

  

3) The CVCA will provide the applicant with a list of possible dates for a hearing. 

                We will advise you of the next available hearing date as soon as that information 
becomes available to us. 

  

4) Once a date is selected, CVCA issues a Notice of Hearing.  The Notice of Hearing will include: 

a. Reference to the applicable legislation to which the hearing is to be held 
(Conservation Authorities Act). 

b. Time, place and purpose of the hearing. (Until further notice, all hearings are being 
held electronically.) 

c. Particulars which identify the applicant and reasons for the proposed refusal. 

d. Hearing conduct and procedural information. 

  

5) The CVCA will then provide the applicant with a report detailing the reasons for refusal. 
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6) The applicant must be given a minimum of 2 weeks to prepare a report once the above 
reasons have been received. 

  

7) The applicant’s report must be received 2 weeks prior to the hearing date in order for all 
documents to be properly indexed and received and to allow for sufficient time for staff to 
review and provide professional opinion to the Hearing Board. 

  

Please note: all information to be presented at the hearing is to be submitted a minimum of 14 days 
prior to the meeting date. The information that CVCA staff will present will be made available to you at 
least 14 days in advance. After this, no new information can be presented at the hearing. 

  

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

  

Thanks, 

  

Kelsey Davidson  

Regulations Officer 

  

Crowe Valley Conservation 

70 Hughes Lane  P.O. Box 416  Marmora, ON K0K 2M0                      

Tel: 613-472-3137  Fax: 613-472-5516 

www.CroweValley.com 

  

Any maps/screen shots provided in emails are produced by Crowe Valley Conservation Authority with data 
supplied under licence by the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and local County data.  These maps/screen shots 
have been created for demonstrative purposes only and are not to be used as an official source of data. 
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Disclaimer: This is intended for the addressee indicated above. It may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under the Municipal Freedom of 
Information and Privacy Protection Act. If you have received this in error, please notify us immediately. 

  

From: scottestewart scottestewart [mailto:scottestewart@sympatico.ca]  
Sent: September 13, 2023 1:29 PM 
To: Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com>; brianfacey@gmail.com 
Cc: Info <info@crowevalley.com> 
Subject: Re: Permit Application 080/23 ‐ 30 MacKenzie Road 

  

Hello Kelsey, 

Thank you for the email and the direction as per the CVCA policies.  

Due to the nature of the property (hydro easement and municipal set back requirements and flood 
plain) there is no feasible way to develop the proposed structure outside of the flood plan, as well, to 
incur the cost to rejuvenate the existing cottage and incur the cost to add an addition and flood proof 
the existing structure and new addition structure would, at the end of the day, would only  leave the 
Mr. Facey with a renovated property that is still in the flood plan.  

We would like to file an appeal and continue to work with you and your office to get this project developed 
and better this property as proposed along with your direction and input. 

  

The request to have the 6m flood elevation set back added to the elevation survey has been made 
and i will forward that to you once it is received from Watson Land Surveyors. 

Please advise as to next steps and of any further required information you may need to keep this project 
moving forward. 
 
  

------ Original Message ------ 
From: kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com 
To: brianfacey@gmail.com; scottestewart@sympatico.ca Cc: 
info@crowevalley.com 
Sent: Wednesday, September 13, 2023 10:58 AM 
Subject: Permit Application 080/23 - 30 MacKenzie Road 
  

Good morning Brian, Scott, 

  

Thank you for your permit application 080/23 at 30 MacKenzie Road for the 
proposed dwelling and septic replacement. 
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Based on the provided elevation survey, approximately the southern half of the 
property, including the entire existing dwelling and proposed dwelling, are 
located within the flood plain of Crowe Lake. 

  

It is my understanding that the existing dwelling is 625.5 ft2 and deck is 286 ft2 
and the proposed dwelling is 2,272 ft2 and the proposed deck is 780ft2. This 
results in an increase of habitable space by approximately 1,646.5 ft2, which does 
currently exceed the size limitations for dwelling additions within the flood 
hazard (noted below) and does not meet CVCA Board-approved policy. As per 
Policy, the maximum increase for the dwelling would be up to 938.25 ft2 
(original square footage (625.5 ft2) plus 50% = 312.75ft2 of additional habitable 
space).    I have included the CVCA policy sections below outlining the CVCA 
policy requirements for residential dwelling re-construction within the flood 
hazard. Please note that the increasing the size of the dwelling from the original 
size is considered an addition (hence why the addition section is included). 

  

Minor Residential Additions  

5.3.1.3 Additions (including ground floor, second storey or an attached garage) to 
existing residential dwellings located, even partially, within a flooding hazard 
will be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that:   

         the addition is 50% or less of the original habitable floor space* to a 
maximum footprint of 46.5 square metres (~500 square feet), whichever is 
less, or in the case of multiple additions, all additions combined are equal to 
or less than 50% of the original habitable floor space to a maximum footprint 
of 46.5 square metres (~500 square feet), whichever is less;  

         the number of dwelling units is the same or fewer;   

         the addition will not be subject to flows that could cause structural damage;  

         where feasible, an improvement in the existing dwelling will occur with 
respect to floodproofing of the structure;  

         safe access (ingress/egress) is present;  

         the addition will be floodproofed to an elevation of 0.3 metre above the 
regulatory flood elevation as per floodproofing standards outlined in 
Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines;    

         the structure is properly anchored to prevent flotation, is not subject to 
damage by flooding or other hazards and flood flows and flood water storage 
are not impeded;   
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         no basement is proposed and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service 
only;  

         the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency 
works,  maintenance, and evacuation; 

         the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission 
of  proper drainage, erosion and sediment control and site 
stabilization/restoration plans;  

         natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of 
land are protected, pollution is prevented, and erosion hazards have been 
adequately addressed; and,  

         the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized 
expertise in the appropriate discipline and must be prepared using established 
procedures and recognized methodologies to the satisfaction of the CVCA.    

  

These policies apply to any addition to a dwelling that is located entirely or 
partially in the flood hazard regardless of whether or not the addition, or part 
thereof, is located in the flood hazard.  

  

5.3.1.4 Additions to existing residential dwellings greater than the size provision 
identified in 5.3.1.3 above would be considered Single Residential Development 
and therefore subject to Policy 5.3.1.2.   

*Original habitable floor space means the floor space that was part of the original 
structure when it was first constructed.  Subsequent requests for additions which 
will result in the cumulative exceedance of 50% of the original floor space or 
46.5 square metres (~500 square feet) will not be considered.  

  

Residential Replacement/Reconstruction    

5.3.1.5 Reconstruction of residential dwellings located within a flood hazard will 
be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that:   

         the dwelling to be replaced is relocated outside the flooding hazard where 
feasible; 

         there is no increase in the number of dwelling units; 

         the new dwelling is the same size or smaller than the previous dwelling; 

         the use of the new dwelling is the same as the previous dwelling;     
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         the dwelling will be floodproofed to an elevation of 0.3 metre above the 
regulatory flood elevation, as per floodproofing standards identified in 
Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines; 

         safe access (ingress/egress) is present; 

         no basement is proposed, and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service 
only;   

         there is no risk of structural failure due to potential hydrostatic/dynamic 
pressures; 

         the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency works, 
maintenance, and evacuation;  

         the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission 
of proper drainage, erosion and sediment control and site 
stabilization/restoration plans;  

         natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of 
land are protected, pollution is prevented, and erosion hazards have been 
adequately   addressed; and,  

         the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized 
expertise in the appropriate discipline and must be prepared using established 
procedure and recognized methodologies to the satisfaction of the CVCA.  

         A site plan prepared by a qualified professional illustrating the elevations of 
existing and proposed grades and lowest openings of existing and proposed 
buildings/structures must be submitted.  

  

5.3.1.6 Replacement of residential dwellings within a flooding hazard that would 
result in an increase in dwelling size will be permitted provided it can be 
demonstrated that the conditions for Minor Residential Additions (Policies 
5.3.1.3, 5.3.1.4) can be satisfied, and safe access is present.  

  

Ideally, the CVCA’s goal is to get all proposed development outside of a natural 
hazard or feature, including all associated setback(s). Currently, the proposed 
dwelling is within the flood hazard of Crowe Lake. The CVCA would want to see 
that the proposed dwelling is relocated outside the flooding hazard where 
feasible. Alternatively, if relocation is not an option, the proposed development 
would need to meet size limitation and floodproofing requirements (noted above). 
Please confirm if either of these options are something you will consider in order 
to meet CVCA Policy. 
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Additionally, after reviewing the provided elevation survey, the 6m setback has 
not been plotted on the survey. Please request that the surveyor plot the 6m 
setback from the flood elevation and provide me with a revised copy. This will be 
required to be considered a complete permit application. 

  

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

  

  

Thanks, 

  

Kelsey Davidson  

Regulations Officer 

  

Crowe Valley Conservation 

70 Hughes Lane  P.O. Box 416  Marmora, ON K0K 2M0                      

Tel: 613-472-3137  Fax: 613-472-5516 

www.CroweValley.com 

  

Any maps/screen shots provided in emails are produced by Crowe Valley Conservation Authority 
with data supplied under licence by the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and local County 
data.  These maps/screen shots have been created for demonstrative purposes only and are not to 
be used as an official source of data. 

  

 
Disclaimer: This is intended for the addressee indicated above. It may contain 
information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure under 
the Municipal Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act. If you have received 
this in error, please notify us immediately. 
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Talk Soon. 
 
Scott E. Stewart Arch. Dip. Techn. 
SES Drafting & Design 
613.827.3957 
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Kelsey Davidson

From: Kelsey Davidson <kelsey.davidson@crowevalley.com>
Sent: September 13, 2023 11:59 AM
To: 'brianfacey@gmail.com'; 'scottestewart@sympatico.ca'
Cc: Info
Subject: Permit Application 080/23 - 30 MacKenzie Road

Good morning Brian, Scott,  
 
Thank you for your permit application 080/23 at 30 MacKenzie Road for the proposed dwelling and septic replacement. 
 
Based on the provided elevation survey, approximately the southern half of the property, including the entire existing 
dwelling and proposed dwelling, are located within the flood plain of Crowe Lake.  
 
It is my understanding that the existing dwelling is 625.5 ft2 and deck is 286 ft2 and the proposed dwelling is 2,272 ft2 
and the proposed deck is 780ft2. This results in an increase of habitable space by approximately 1,646.5 ft2, which does 
currently exceed the size limitations for dwelling additions within the flood hazard (noted below) and does not meet 
CVCA Board‐approved policy. As per Policy, the maximum increase for the dwelling would be up to 938.25 ft2 (original 
square footage (625.5 ft2) plus 50% = 312.75ft2 of additional habitable space).    I have included the CVCA policy sections 
below outlining the CVCA policy requirements for residential dwelling re‐construction within the flood hazard. Please 
note that the increasing the size of the dwelling from the original size is considered an addition (hence why the addition 
section is included).  
 
Minor Residential Additions   
5.3.1.3 Additions (including ground floor, second storey or an attached garage) to existing residential dwellings located, 
even partially, within a flooding hazard will be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that:    

 the addition is 50% or less of the original habitable floor space* to a maximum footprint of 46.5 square metres 
(~500 square feet), whichever is less, or in the case of multiple additions, all additions combined are equal to or less 
than 50% of the original habitable floor space to a maximum footprint of 46.5 square metres (~500 square feet), 
whichever is less;   

 the number of dwelling units is the same or fewer;   

 the addition will not be subject to flows that could cause structural damage;   

 where feasible, an improvement in the existing dwelling will occur with respect to floodproofing of the structure;   

 safe access (ingress/egress) is present;   

 the addition will be floodproofed to an elevation of 0.3 metre above the regulatory flood elevation as per 
floodproofing standards outlined in Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines;     

 the structure is properly anchored to prevent flotation, is not subject to damage by flooding or other hazards and 
flood flows and flood water storage are not impeded;    

 no basement is proposed and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service only;   

 the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency works,  maintenance, and evacuation;  

 the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission of  proper drainage, erosion and 
sediment control and site stabilization/restoration plans;   

 natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of land are protected, pollution is 
prevented, and erosion hazards have been adequately addressed; and,   

 the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized expertise in the appropriate discipline and 
must be prepared using established procedures and recognized methodologies to the satisfaction of the CVCA.     

 
These policies apply to any addition to a dwelling that is located entirely or partially in the flood hazard regardless of 
whether or not the addition, or part thereof, is located in the flood hazard.   
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5.3.1.4 Additions to existing residential dwellings greater than the size provision identified in 5.3.1.3 above would be 
considered Single Residential Development and therefore subject to Policy 5.3.1.2.    
*Original habitable floor space means the floor space that was part of the original structure when it was first 
constructed.  Subsequent requests for additions which will result in the cumulative exceedance of 50% of the original 
floor space or 46.5 square metres (~500 square feet) will not be considered.   
 
Residential Replacement/Reconstruction     
5.3.1.5 Reconstruction of residential dwellings located within a flood hazard will be permitted provided it can be 
demonstrated that:    

 the dwelling to be replaced is relocated outside the flooding hazard where feasible;  

 there is no increase in the number of dwelling units; 

 the new dwelling is the same size or smaller than the previous dwelling;  

 the use of the new dwelling is the same as the previous dwelling;      

 the dwelling will be floodproofed to an elevation of 0.3 metre above the regulatory flood elevation, as per 
floodproofing standards identified in Appendix C – Floodproofing Guidelines;  

 safe access (ingress/egress) is present;  

 no basement is proposed, and any crawl space is designed to facilitate service only;    

 there is no risk of structural failure due to potential hydrostatic/dynamic pressures;  

 the proposed development will not prevent access for emergency works, maintenance, and evacuation;   

 the potential for surficial erosion has been addressed through the submission of proper drainage, erosion and 
sediment control and site stabilization/restoration plans;   

 natural features and/or ecological functions associated with conservation of land are protected, pollution is 
prevented, and erosion hazards have been adequately   addressed; and,   

 the plan has been carried out by a qualified professional with recognized expertise in the appropriate discipline and 
must be prepared using established procedure and recognized methodologies to the satisfaction of the CVCA.   

 A site plan prepared by a qualified professional illustrating the elevations of existing and proposed grades and 
lowest openings of existing and proposed buildings/structures must be submitted.   

 
5.3.1.6 Replacement of residential dwellings within a flooding hazard that would result in an increase in dwelling size 
will be permitted provided it can be demonstrated that the conditions for Minor Residential Additions (Policies 5.3.1.3, 
5.3.1.4) can be satisfied, and safe access is present.   
 
Ideally, the CVCA’s goal is to get all proposed development outside of a natural hazard or feature, including all 
associated setback(s). Currently, the proposed dwelling is within the flood hazard of Crowe Lake. The CVCA would want 
to see that the proposed dwelling is relocated outside the flooding hazard where feasible. Alternatively, if relocation is 
not an option, the proposed development would need to meet size limitation and floodproofing requirements (noted 
above). Please confirm if either of these options are something you will consider in order to meet CVCA Policy.  
 
Additionally, after reviewing the provided elevation survey, the 6m setback has not been plotted on the survey. Please 
request that the surveyor plot the 6m setback from the flood elevation and provide me with a revised copy. This will be 
required to be considered a complete permit application.  
 
If you have any questions, please let me know.  
 
 

Thanks,  
 
Kelsey Davidson   
Regulations Officer  
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Crowe Valley Conservation 
70 Hughes Lane  P.O. Box 416  Marmora, ON K0K 2M0                       
Tel: 613-472-3137  Fax: 613-472-5516 
www.CroweValley.com  
 
Any maps/screen shots provided in emails are produced by Crowe Valley Conservation Authority with data supplied under licence 
by the Ontario Geospatial Data Exchange and local County data.  These maps/screen shots have been created for demonstrative 
purposes only and are not to be used as an official source of data. 

 
 
Disclaimer: This is intended for the addressee indicated above. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential, 
or otherwise protected from disclosure under the Municipal Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act. If you 
have received this in error, please notify us immediately. 
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Kelsey Davidson

Subject: FW: RE: 30 Marmora  - Letter Update/ Site Visit

 

From: Liam Bailey-McDade <liam.baileymcdade@crowevalley.com>  
Sent: August 4, 2023 10:48 AM 
To: 'scottestewart scottestewart' <scottestewart@sympatico.ca> 
Subject: RE: RE: 30 Marmora - Letter Update/ Site Visit 
 
Hello again Scott, 
 
The fee for the permit (Permit 080/23) is $1,495.00.  
 
As far as next steps, we will process the fee and then the permit will go into the queue. A Regulations Officer will take 
the permit once it has reached the top of the queue. The Regulations Officer will get in touch with you regarding next 
steps. As I have mentioned, they likely can’t approve the permit as proposed. In the event that this is true, the permit 
will be denied and you will then have the opportunity to appeal the decision at a hearing. 
 
I would anticipate around 4 weeks for the permit to be processed, a Regulations Officer will get in touch with you at that 
point. 
 
Thank you, 
All the best, 
Liam 
 
 

Liam Bailey-McDade (He/Him) 
 
Water Resource & Regulations Technician 

 
liam.baileymcdade@crowevalley.com 
613-472-3137 
www.crowevalley.com 
 
 
 
From: scottestewart scottestewart <scottestewart@sympatico.ca>  
Sent: August 4, 2023 10:17 AM 
To: Liam Bailey McDade <liam.baileymcdade@crowevalley.com> 
Subject: Fwd: RE: 30 Marmora - Letter Update/ Site Visit 
 

H Liam, 

Attached is the report from Elliot Fledderus, P.Eng from Jewell Engineering. 

Please reach out to me with any questions. 
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Could you also advise as to next steps and any possible important dates that will be forth coming (ie 
hearings meeting ect) . 

Thanks for your help with this! 
 
  

------ Original Message ------ 
From: elliott@jewelleng.ca 
To: scottestewart@sympatico.ca 
Sent: Friday, August 4, 2023 8:52 AM 
Subject: RE: 30 Marmora - Letter Update/ Site Visit 
  

Hi Scott, 

  

Please see attached opinion letter for the floodline assessment at 30 Mackenzie Rd. 

 Hopefully you can submit before you go. Enjoy your holidays! 

  

Thanks, 

Elliott Fledderus, P. Eng. 

Jewell Engineering Inc. 

1-71 Millennium Parkway 

Belleville ON K8N 4Z5 

O 613.969.1111 ex 242 

  

 

    

From: Scott E Stewart <scottestewart@sympatico.ca>  
Sent: Friday, August 04, 2023 8:48 AM 
To: Elliott Fledderus <elliott@jewelleng.ca> 
Subject: RE: 30 Marmora - Letter Update/ Site Visit 

 Thanks Elliott!  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Talk Soon. Scott 

 On Aug. 4, 2023 7:44 a.m., Elliott Fledderus <elliott@jewelleng.ca> wrote: 

Thanks Scott. Just an update - I’m just about finished the letter. It will be sent to you by 9:30am 
this morning. 

  

Elliott Fledderus, P. Eng. 

Jewell Engineering Inc. 

1-71 Millennium Parkway 

Belleville ON K8N 4Z5 

O 613.969.1111 ex 242 

  

 

    

From: Scott E Stewart <scottestewart@sympatico.ca>  
Sent: Thursday, August 03, 2023 9:15 AM 
To: Elliott Fledderus <elliott@jewelleng.ca> 
Subject: Re: 30 Marmora - Letter Update/ Site Visit 

 No one is on the property today. Your welcome to visit at your convenience.  

Talk Soon. Scott 

  

On Aug. 3, 2023 9:02 a.m., Scott E Stewart <scottestewart@sympatico.ca> wrote: 

Thank you Elliott. I will inform the owner of your intentions.  

Talk Soon. Scott 

  

On Aug. 3, 2023 8:44 a.m., Elliott Fledderus <elliott@jewelleng.ca> wrote: 

Hi Scott, 

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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 I’m hoping to finish up the letter tonight by tonight so you can submit before you go on 
vacation. 

 FYI, I plan to stop by the lot this afternoon to complete the site visit in case you want to let 
the owner know that I’ll be on their property. 

  

Thanks, 

Elliott Fledderus, P. Eng. 

Jewell Engineering Inc. 

1-71 Millennium Parkway 

Belleville ON K8N 4Z5 

O 613.969.1111 ex 242 

  

 

      
 Talk Soon. 
 
Scott E. Stewart Arch. Dip. Techn. 
SES Drafting & Design 
613.827.3957 
  

  

The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Kelsey Davidson

To: Kelsey Davidson
Subject: FW: 30 Mackenzie Road Permit Application

 

From: Liam Bailey-McDade <liam.baileymcdade@crowevalley.com>  
Sent: May 8, 2023 2:41 PM 
To: 'scottestewart@sympatico.ca' <scottestewart@sympatico.ca> 
Subject: 30 Mackenzie Road Permit Application 
 
Good afternoon Scott, 
 
We have completed the initial review on the Permit Application for the demo and rebuild of the cottage at 30 
Mackenzie Road. Since the proposed rebuild is within the floodplain of Crowe Lake, there are size restrictions that 
apply. These restrictions are a maximum increase of 50% of the existing footprint of the structure, meaning that the 
proposed house would be capped at a maximum increase of 312.75 square feet for a total of 938.25 square feet. The 
same size restriction of a maximum increase of 50% of the existing footprint will apply to the deck. If the structure can 
be moved outside of the floodplain then these size restrictions would no longer apply.  
 
Don’t hesitate to contact us if you would like to discuss your options in more detail or have any questions regarding the 
size restrictions. 
 
I am also wondering if you could help with clarification regarding a different permit on the property. We have a record 
of a Permit Application by the same property owner for a similar project on the property but with a different agent that 
was submitted last year. No fee has been paid and it is marked as waiting on information from the applicant. I assume 
they have just switched agents. Could you please confirm with the property owners that this is the case and we can 
close the other file. 
 
Please give us a call if you have any questions, 
Thank you, 
Best regards, 
Liam 
 
 

Liam Bailey-McDade (He/Him) 
 
Water Resource & Regulations Technician 

 
liam.baileymcdade@crowevalley.com 
613-472-3137 
www.crowevalley.com 
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